Calcium-independent opening of lid1 of a family I.3 lipase by a single Asp to Arg mutation at the calcium-binding site.
A family I.3 lipase from Pseudomonas sp. MIS38 (PML) has two lids, lid1 and lid2, which are open when it exhibits activity. A single calcium ion is required to anchor lid1 in the open conformation by coordination with two acidic residues (Asp153 and Asp157) in lid1 and three other residues. Lid1 adopts a long α-helix in the open conformation, whereas it is sharply bent within this helix, such that Asp153 and Asp157 are distantly located to each other, in the closed conformation. To examine whether the mutation of Asp153 or Asp157 to a positively charged residue allows two residues at Positions 153 and 157 to come close with each other and thereby stabilizes the open conformation of lid1 even in the absence of calcium ions, five single mutant proteins (D153K-, D153R-, D153A-, D157K- and D157R-PMLs) and two double mutant proteins (D153A/D157A- and D153R/D157N-PMLs) were constructed. Of these mutant proteins, only D153R-PML exhibited activity in the absence of calcium ions. Its lipase and esterase activities were 7-fold lower and 4-fold higher than those of PML, respectively. These activities were lost by the mutation of Asp157 to Asn. These results suggest that lid1 of D153R-PML opens even in the absence of calcium ions due to electrostatic attraction between Arg153 and Asp157.